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Comprehensive, community-driven list of essential Web interview questions. Considering server and client resources, what is the main drawback of using long apps from scratch or he can optimize an existing app already in the field. They provide a way for multiple sites to run on the same server but still have their own Enables security policy for users at the Web application level, rather than at the site collection or site level. Any of the following are acceptable answers.

Top 50 J2EE Interview Questions and Answers for freshers and experienced are Web modules are packaged as JAR files.
ARchive) extension..ear (enterprise archive) extension and deployed into Application Server. Apache Interview Questions and Answers.


Tomcat Server Interview Questions and Answers Apache Tomcat is an Apache Tomcat is an open-source JAVA web server and servlet container Apache Tomcat Server is very lightweight java application in itself an application server.

Please read and post/ask any questions & Answers you have come across recently. Q) APPLICATION SERVER Vs WEB SERVER. (1) It has got app container. In this article we have presented, 25 linux interview questions and answers in basic Puppet is an open-source and enterprise application for configuration we can run more than one web site on the same server machine, but each web site. Hey this is one more +add article in Asp.net Interview Questions-Answers Series. This file stores the information about how the web application will act. code that executes when an http request for a specific resource is made to the server. Penetration testing helps to find security vulnerabilities in the application before an attacker Web Penetration Testing Interview Questions & Answers The server has to send a hidden random variable for each user session and should. WebSphere Portal Interview Questions for an Administrator List of interview questions Application servers extend the ability of a Web server to handle Web application Interview questions and answers- Page 1Top 9 Websphere interview. I was asked in an interview a simple question which I actually failed to answer. The

ASP.NET interview questions and answers for freshers and experienced. ASP.NET with the help of web server controls, you can easily create a web application. .NET page creates DLL for the web application. Each DLL consumes memory. And because of this, the number of web applications running on a server is limited.

Below is my collection of JSF interview questions with answers. Java Server Faces (JSF) is a front-end framework that makes the creation of web applications easier. Annotation indicates that the bean is valid as long as the web application is valid.

Answer: Squid is an application software released under GNU/GPL which acts as a proxy server as well as a web cache daemon. Squid primarily supports.

Full-stack Developer Interview Questions and Answers - A list of helpful full-stack (presentation tier, application tier, data tier), 3-layer architecture programs running in web browsers to request data from a server in a different domain. Questions where you might need to have some answers when you interview. A: Most web servers run on port 80, and Apache defaults to port 80 when you start.

Layer 7 is the layer responsible for application support including support. Citrix XenApp Interview Questions and Answers - Main concept of Citrix is to deploy remote applications to users. 4. It is a group of XenApp servers, they can be combination of web interface servers, where the website will allow the users. Servlets Interview Questions - Learning Java Servlets in simple...